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Latin America is the cradle of the BRT
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BRT is the most common project for bus PPP 
and LAC its cradle



It all started with the millennium…

From chaos

to order

A very appealing narrative…



Technological
components

Infrastructure

Routes and fleet 
rationalization

Private Operator (SPV)

New Rolling stock

…and a proven successful recipe

It all started with the millennium…



BRT Metrobus Insurgentes, Mexico City

New buses in Queretaro

Microbuses in Mexico city

Transforming 
disorganized 
traditional 
transport… 

…into mass 
transit BRT 
corridors…

…and more 
efficient 

conventional 
bus systems

…which was successfully applied in places like Bogota or Mexico City.

It all started with the millennium…

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiLpoLBxKTKAhVBdT4KHRKwACIQjRwIBw&url=http://www.indicadorautomotriz.com.mx/autobuses/van-por-mas/&bvm=bv.111396085,d.cWw&psig=AFQjCNFsB3JQgipOxzv1XNaAzLNvqhsJTg&ust=1452697080288260


What could possibly go wrong?

This structure was replicated worldwide and  
included in national urban transport programs in the 

region such as Mexico and Colombia… 



Mexico

Support focused on Infrastructure (up to 50%) and studies

Sustainable Urban Mobility Integral Plan + Public transport management entity

Business reorganization

Feasibility studies, legal, and institutional framework

Financial structure (inc.Minimum 34% Private sector participation in CAPEX) 

Metropolitan areas > 500,000

Mexico PROTRAM



Mexico

Most projects
were not 
bankable
1. Too small, too complex
2. Loans to operator, not

SPV
3. Bus manufacturer or

boutique Banks
4. Expensive Financing 

conditions



Mexico

Was this the solution?

Adapted from: López Dodero A, Hoyos Guerrero A, Targa Rodriguez F, López Heras A. Bus Financing in Urban Transport Projects in Mexico: Challenges and Opportunities. Transportation 
Research Record. 2016;2581(1):79-87. doi:10.3141/2581-10A

https://doi.org/10.3141/2581-10


Colombia

Colombia NUTP

Support focused on Infrastructure (up to 70%)

Management entity (focused on infra Development)

Business reorganization+ rationalization + e-fare collection

Feasibility studies, legal, and institutional framework

Financial structure(inc.Minimum 34% Private sector participation in CAPEX) 

Metropolitan areas > 500,000



Colombia



Colombia

Many reformed systems entered into a vicious unsustainable cycle…

Bucaramanga, Colombia. Transport supply and demand



2005 2017
p

% cambio

Total general 4,072,840   3,874,154 -4.9%

Total sin Bogota y Medellín 1,968,511   1,304,252   -33.7%

Armenia 24,044        21,061 -12.4%

Barranquilla 433,116      273,276 -36.9%

Bogotá D.C. 1,657,366   1,901,686 14.7%

Bucaramanga 176,405      85,513 -51.5%

Cali 320,539      196,348 -38.7%

Cartagena 190,936      112,727 -41.0%

Cúcuta 130,738      74,440 -43.1%

Florencia 10,177        2,721 -73.3%

Ibagué 66,282        74,518 12.4%

Manizales 76,366        66,317 -13.2%

Medellín 446,962      668,216 49.5%

Montería 13,980        15,905 13.8%

Neiva 44,667        23,562 -47.2%

Pasto 34,280        33,361 -2.7%

Pereira 115,413      77,831 -32.6%

Popayán 41,296        32,158 -22.1%

Quibdó 16,502        11,142 -32.5%

Riohacha 4,341          571 -86.8%

Santa Marta 135,307      115,191 -14.9%

Sincelejo 14,033        4,896 -65.1%

Tunja 27,581        18,312 -33.6%

Valledupar 26,589        8,800 -66.9%

Villavicencio 65,919        55,605 -15.6%

….and did not delivere the promise of improved transport services.

“We find that these reforms are associated with 
a decrease in aggregated transit ridership”

Colombia



At some point, the objective of 
structuring the right transaction/PPP

made us lose sight of any other project 
objective. 



The Analytical Framework

Better project 
structures can improve 

sustainability
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The Analytical Framework

PPP-like approaches 
are overused, and 
influence project 

definition

Objective of the 
document

• Support some activities at 
PPP screening (Section 2)

Expected outcomes

• Improved project 
definition

• Improved  PPP viability 
assessment at concept

When PPP is suitable, 
better structures can 

improve sustainability

Objective of the 
document

• Support PPP preparation / 
Definition of business 
model (Sections 3-7)

Expected outcomes

• Improved definition of 
project structures

Not reinventing the wheel: References, refeferences



PPP project cycle



PPP: Three reasons why

PPP is not

• A financing mechanism; 

• An instrument to create fiscal space; 

• An instrument to foster sectoral reorganization

PPP will help you with

• Transferring up up-front costs to the private sector for solvent entities

• Improve efficiency of a Project´s design, implementation, or operation

• Achieve more efficient risk allocation

Public-private Parnertship is “A long-term contract between a private party and a 
government entity for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears 
significant risk and management responsibility, and remuneration is linked to performance.” 



The Analytical Framework and PPP
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The Analytical Framework

When PPP is suitable, 
better structures can 

improve sustainability

PPP-like approaches are 
overused, and influence 

project definition



Understanding project objectives

Common objective: Improve mobility

• Reduce generalized cost of transport

• Reduce emissions

• Reduce congestion

• Improve road safety

Objectives not shared by all stakeholders

• Quality of service

• Affordability

• Fiscal austerity

• Market competition / private sector participation

• Including incumbent operators

• Ensuring loan repayment

Understanding Project objectives and stakeholders is the first step for 
structuring a project



Identifying stakeholder objectives and restrictions



Identifying stakeholder objectives and restrictions



Identifying stakeholder objectives and restrictions



Consdiering alternatives

Technology enablers

• Improve user experience / reduce travel time

• Improve operators´s capacity and performance

• Improve institutional capacity for planning and monitoring

Infrastructure interventions

• Public transport exclusive streets during peak hour

• Public transport priority or exclusive lanes

Look for the best solutions and delivery methods adapted to context to 
achieve the objectives



Considering alternatives



Considering alternatives

Consider Legal alternatives



Considering alternatives

e.g. Business collaboration agreements in Medellín, Colombia

Public transport zones in Medellin: Secretary of Mobility MEdellin



Technical elements

• Does the solution benefit public transport users?

• Does the solution contribute to the intergation of the overall transport System?

Fiscal capacity

• Projects are rarely self sustainable

• Alternative sources of funding are limited

Institutional and regulatory elements

• Strong legal framework

• Transportation authority with adequate capacity

Assessing feasibility of a PPP



Project identification

Does it 
serve the 

objectives?

Is it 
feasible?

Is it the 
best 

alternative?

Stakeholders 
objectives and 

restrictions

Non PPP 
Alternatives 

examples

Guiding 
questions for
Key feasibility 

elements 

Institutional 
and regulatory

Fiscal

Technical

Infrastructure 
solutions

Legal 
alternatives

Technological 
solutions
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The Analytical Framework

When PPP is suitable, 
better structures can 

improve sustainability

PPP-like approaches are 
overused, and influence 

project definition



The risk matrix

Identify and analyze the
risks and potential

impacts

Allocate the risk and 
responsibilities to 

parties

Devise mitigation
strategies and/or

insurance when full 
mitigation is not

possible



Assigning risks

• An uncertain event (an event with a probability of occurrence higher than 0, but 
lower than 1) whose occurrence would have a negative impact on a key project 
objective. 

• “The chance of an event occurring which would cause actual project circumstances 
to differ from those assumed when forecasting project benefits and costs”

Risk definition

• The best able to predict the risk ocurrence

• The best able to lower and manage the impact of the risk on Project outcomes

• The less vulnerable to the risk ocurrence

Allocate risks to the party best suited to manage it



Risks categories



Risks categories



Risks categories

A checklist and 
invitation to analyze
1. Risk category

explanation and 
general guidance

2. Examples of Good 
practices and 
lessons learned
From 
international
experience

3. References



Risks that merit special attention

1. Dealing with incumbent operators

Noncompetitive concession to 
third party

International competitive 
bidding

Competitive bidding with 
preference for

existing operators
Bidding if existing operators 

decline to participate

Formalization of existing 
operators

Public authority takes over 
operation 

Mexico City, Metrobus L4

Santiago, Transantiago

Bogota, Transmilenio

Medellin Business Agreements,
Guayaquil, Metrovia

Mexico City, Metrobus L1, L2; Leon, 
Optibus; Johannesburg, Rea Vaya; Ecovia, 

Monterrey

Quito, Trolebus

Balance
1. Removal of barriers to 

entry / Foster 
competition

2. Taking advantage of 
incumbent operator
tangible and intangible 
assets



Risks that merit special attention

2. Managing demand risk at the design stage

1. Avoid common mistakes in estimation of value of time and user
choices
1. Ignoring gender
2. Subestimating waiting, walking and transfer penalization
3. Ignoring local context (weather, culture, alternatives/competition)

2. Prefer supply focus design over demand focus design
3. Take into account modifications in operational plans impact on

demand



Risks that merit special attention

$0.35

$0.40
An empty feeder
Behind a full “perrera” 
(this vehicle is locally
known as “dog cage” in 
Acapulco, Mexico)



Risks that merit special attention

45

Comfort?
Frequency?
Safety?
Temperature?
Convenience?
VoT?
FUN????

Do ask!
Conduct
preferences
surveys



Risks that merit special attention

3. Defining technology components

1. Take into account scale requirements for complex fare collection or
fleet management systems. Avoid expensive requirements when not
needed

2. Do rely on private owned/generated data / systems when posible (do 
not reinvent the Wheel)

3. Select appropriate vehicle technologies or let the market select the
most appropriate technology to comply with Technical requirements.

4. Ensure technology obsolescence risk is mitigated and there is room
for updates
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Defining the Project structure

When PPP is suitable, 
better structures can 

improve sustainability

PPP-like approaches are 
overused, and influence 

project definition



Defining the Project structure



Classic structure



Unbundling fleet provision and operation



Unbundling fleet provision and operation

Pros

• Increased competition with shorter concessions

• Flexibility in fleet allocation

• Increased Access to finance

Cons

• Increased complexity

• Worse incentive structure for vehicle maintenance

• Stakeholder risk (bus ownership removed from operators)



Private provision of infrastructure



Private provision of infrastructure

Pros

• Maximized transfer of costs

• Better operating incentives for maintening infrastructure

• Better incentive structure for avoiding high cost/low quality infra

• Easier to enforce standards for assets conditions (than public owner)

Cons

• Financial cost for infra may be higher

• Affordability risk if infra charged to the fares



Incorporating e-buses



Incorporating e-buses

Pros

• Emission redution potential and mitigation of fuel costs

• New options for transferring risks (utilities)

• Potential Demand risk and stakeholder mitigation (user preference and 
stakeholder support)

Cons

• Increased capital cost and technology risk

• New complex planning requirements

• New Infrastructure requirements



Financial instruments



Funding sources

Funding vs Financing

1. Tariff revenue (prioritize affordability)
2. Non operating revenue (is limited)
3. Land value capture
4. Other measures incorporating incentives
5. Other contributions by public entities (tax

credits, in kind contributions, other local 
assets)

Setting up subsidies (supply vs demand)

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/23521


Essential elements of a concession contract

• Operator remuneration (beware of incentives according to context)

• Definition of level of service

• Monitoring and supervision mechanisms (enforceable level of services)

Technical elements

• Financial Management (internal consistency with other elements like
trust Funds)

• Economic equilibrium clauses

• Guarantees and compliance mechanisms

Economic and financial elements



Essential elements of a concession contract

•Institutional elements (entities and roles)

•Concessionaires´ Rights and obligatoins (clearly
defined)

•Concession term (linked to investment)

•Termination: Causes and procedures

•Dispute resolution mechanism

Institutional and regulatory elements
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Main messages

• nor a technical solution in itself, nor a financing mechanism, but a means of delivering a 
solution. 

A PPP is not a goal

• They have specific features that make structuring a PPP and achieving bankability more 
challenging than for other infrastructure-related projects.

Urban bus projects are complex

• Successful urban bus PPPs have included the appropriate technical solutions for the context 
(taking into consideration the objectives and restrictions of key stakeholders). 

There is no one-size-fits-all solution. 



Main messages

1.Problems with project definition and design; 

2.Risk allocation; 

3.Planning flaws including demand overestimation;

4.Lack of appropriate integration and articulation at the urban level.

Urban bus PPPs have experienced common issues

1.Dealing with them is critical for success

2.The key is to incorporate their tangible and intangible assets into 
the project

Incumbent operators



Thank you!

This report is the result of a joint initiative of the Public-Private 
Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF) and the World Bank’s 
Transport and Digital Development and Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) Global Practices. This report 
was prepared by a World Bank team led by Alejandro Hoyos 
Guerrero (senior transport specialist) and comprising Abel 
Lopez Dodero (senior transport specialist), the Castalia 
Advisory Group (including Andrew Losos and Diego Recinos), 
Bernardo Weaver (infrastructure finance consultant), Andrés 
Gómez-Lobo (transport policy consultant), Guillermo Muñoz 
Senda (transport planning consultant), Max Hamrick 
(consultant), Fayre Makeig (editor), and Licette Moncayo 
(program assistant). The work was published under the 
leadership of Nicolás Peltier-Thiberge (practice manager) and 
Vivien Foster (chief economist, Infrastructure Vice-Presidency).

The report is available at http://hdl.handle.net/10986/23521

Contact: ahoyos@worldbank.org

http://hdl.handle.net/10986/23521
mailto:ahoyos@worldbank.org

